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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length _ : ____ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) Time ________ t second ________ _________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed ____ ___ V {kilometers per hour ______ k.p.h. miles per hour. _______ m.p.h. meters per second _______ m.p.s. feet per second ________ C.p.8. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
TV 
:Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of yiscosity 
II, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-'-sJ at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-' sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ma or 
0.07651 lb .jcu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p VZ 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~ 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Cross-wind force, abeolute coefficient Oc= q~ 
Q, 
n, 
Vl p-;, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
lino) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
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DEFORMATION OF THE FLANGES 
By PAU L I\:U IT N 
MMARY 
The 7)roblem oj kin-stringer combinations used as 
aJ'ially loaded panels or as COVf7' jor box beams is con-
idered jrom the lJoint oj view oj the pmctical stress 
analy t. By a simple ub titution the p1'oblem is recZucecl 
to the problem oj the single- tringer structure, which 
ha been t1'eated in N. A. C. A. R eport No. 608 . The 
method oj making thi ub titution is essentially empiri -
cal; in order to justify it, comZJarisons are shown between 
calculations and tmi n-gage tests oj three beams tested 
by the author and oj one compression panel and three 
beam te ted and reported elsewhere. 
of the as lIl1Ip tion, thllt were used [or the ino-J e-
"' tringer stru ctures. 
Method combining a desirable degree of ftccm acy 
with a rea onable degree of generality will, in all 
I TRODU CTION W?-
A combination of a plate and tringers is fr quently 
used as a structural clem nt. Figur 1 (a) l lOW lI cb 
a combination u eel a a ten ion member ; lio'ul'e 1 (b) 
how one u ed as the ten ion side of a beam. The 
stre s di tl'ibu tion in trllctures of tbis type is materi-
ally inftuenced by tbe shear deformation of the pIa teo 
In aeronautical truct lll'e , where tbe plate often con-
ists of a thin heet that may be allowed to bu ck] 
into a diagonal-ten ion field, it becomes nece al'y to 
con ider tbe effect of t bi hear deformation more 
carefully than i cu tomm'y in other types of t rll cture. 
R eference 1 discus e in detail the fu ndamental prin-
cipl e and the simplifying a sump tion that permi t a 
Ill ntil cmatical npPl'ouch to the solu tion of the problem. 
(al (b) 
FIGURE 1.- Skin·stringcr combinations as structural elements. 
It i hown that num rieal olu tion can be obtained if 
there is only a ingle central strinO'er (fig . 2) . A 
tboro ugh familiarity with the method of analyzing 
single- tl'inger structure as given therein is pre up-
posed. For multistl'ingel' sti'uctures the mathematic 
becomes so complex that there is very slight possibility 
o[ obtaining sufficientiy general olu tion on the basis 
(a) (b) 
F IGU IlE 2. Single·stringer stru ctures. 
probability, be method of successive appro:;.."imation. 
Attempts to develop uch a method have thu far 
failed because the convergence is prohibitively low. 
"\Vben sLlch a method is found, it i not likely to be very 
rapid. Approximate m thods developed in the in terim , 
such as the one to be presented in tbi paper, will 
therefore retain their valu e by fumi lung a very u eful 
first approximation. 
The method pre ented herein was levised to an weI' 
the urgent need [ 0 1' e timating the eft'ect of shear 
deformation. It ainls chieny at rapidity and e9 e of 
application, wluch are achieved at the expen e o[ intro-
ducing ome empirici m. The experimental evic\ ence 
pres nted i belie ed to be ufficient to prove that the 
m thod depicts rea on ably well the in(luence o[ the 
hear deformation on the stringer tre ses. 
METHOD OF A ALYSIS 
It is customary to designate tensile stres e and forces 
as positive . Figures, derivation , and formulas pre-
sente 1 herein deal, in gen ral, with ten ion member. 
The only difrerences between ten ion members and 
compres ion member are quanti tative difl'el'ence in 
the efrective wid th and in the eifectiv shearing tiff-
nes es of the hee. In the ca e of beams, the sid e not 
under con icleration at the moment, i. e. , th comp l'E' -
sion side in most of the discu sion of this paper, is 
a sumed to be oncentrated at the hear web (fig . 
1 (b) and 2 (b) ) in such a location that the effective 
depth is not changed. 
1 
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The investigation of reference 1 was restricted to 
symmetrical structure as indicated in figures 1 and 2. 
The arne restriction will be made in the pre ent paper, 
and formula and numeri al data must be understood 
to apply to the hnJf structure unJe otherwi e specifie.d. 
In order to unify tbe terminology, the de ignations 
and ymbols u ed in reference 1 for beam are extended 
in the pre ent paper to axially loaded panel . (ee 
appendix A for alit of symbols.) The directly loaded 
strino-er of an [lxially loaded panel will therefore be 
referred to as the " f1 ano'e" ( ubserip t F) and the other 
tringer attach d to the heet as "longitudinal " or 
" tringers" ( ub cript L). This procedu re i justified 
beeau e tIle [lxial1y loaded panel may be on idered as 
tbe cover of a box beilm in pure bendino- under th 
a umptions made. 
It is assumed in all cases that the longitudinal are 
distributed uniformly along the chord. I t is jurthe1'more 
assumed that camber is modemte, not exceeding the 
amount jound, jar instance, in wing beams. Finally , it 
is assumed that the effective shear tiffne and th heet 
thicknes ar constant along the chord. 
GENER AL PlU CIP LES OF M ET HOD OF AN ALYS IS 
Th mathematics of the multistr'ing r beam with 
variable cro section is too complex to admit of ready 
solu tion. Broadly peaking, two method of procedure 
may be used in uch a a e. One m thod would be to 
u e approxirnate method of oIving the equation ; the 
other method would be to idealize and implify the 
phy ical conc pt of the tructure until the mathema tical 
relation become manageable. The econd mothod i 
used in thi papor. 
The results obtain 1 in refer nce 1 how that the 
highe t strcs 0 occur at the [lange an l that they 
decrea e from the flange toward the cen tel' line of the 
structure. The stre s in the flange and the clo ely 
related tres in the longitudinal adjacent to the flange 
are therefore of par[lmount intel'e t to the analyst. 
In beams wi th cambered coyer, which were not 
tr ated in reference ], the highe t tres in the longi-
tudinal may occur adj acent to the fl ange or it may 
occur at the center line ot the benm. " hen it occurs 
at the center line, the tres there al 0 become a 
matter of con em to the analyst. 
It is quite obvioll that, in general, the most impor-
tant phy ical actions will take place around the flanges, 
partly because tbe load are applied there and p<lrtly 
becau e the stresses reach a maximum there a long [l 
there i no violation of the ba ic requir ment that t tl 
camber be ory m d rate. onsequently, [lny im-
plific[ltion that may be made hould a:fl'ect as li ttle as 
po sible the picture of the pllysical rela tions in thc 
immediate yicinity of tllC {Ianges. 
In conformance with this requirement, the simplifica-
tion necessary for obtaining a olution wa achieved by 
u ing a "substitute structure" obtained by leaving the 
flange (and shear web) intact but replacing the longitu-
dinals that are actually uniformly di tributed over the 
uridth of the sheet by a single longitudinal equivalent to 
them as jar as action on the flange is concerned. Thi 
substi tution reduces the problem of the multi. tringE'r 
tructure to that of the ino-le- b·jnger tru tUl'e, which 
can be analyzed a sbown in reference 1. T he metbod 
of sub tituting (temporarily) a simplified stl' lIcture for 
the actual one conespond in part to tbe method of 
u ing "phantom members" in tru se . 
The substitute structure i us d only to culculaLe tile 
tre se in the part that it ha in COHllJlon with the 
actual structure, namely, the flange nnd the kin nd-
jacent to the flange. After thi object bas b('('11 
ftttained, the u bstitute trllctllre is discarded. T he 
tresses in the actual di tributed longitudinal are then 
obtained by II ing the method de crib d in reference 1 
for di tributing "corrected forces." 
It i clear that, in any given case, at least one equiva-
lent ingle longitudinal exi t. Whether or not there i 
a general method for finding thi eq uivalent longitu-
dinal, however, is a question that could be answered 
theoretically only if all the exact mathematical solu-
tions were known. They are not known, and the 
method of finding the equivalent lono'itudinal is therc-
fore es entially empirical and mu t be justified by tc t . 
Thi requirement is not su h a eriou drawback a it 
may s em to be, because the basie simplification used 
are uch that experimental verification is required in any 
event. 
The method of finding the equivalent single longilll-
dinal i as tollows: Remove from th heet each indivichwl 
stringer of cro - ectional area A at a distance y from 
the center line and attach, at the center line of the 
strLlcture, a sub titute stringer with a cross-sectional 
area 
As=A~ 
(TCL 
(1) 
whore (Tv is the stre s in the actual stringer and (TCL the 
tre s in the actual center-line stringer. The ratio 
(T y /(TCL may be con idered a the "effectivenes " of the 
stringer at y relative to the stringer at the c nter line 
y= O; the use of this factor in expre ion (1) tends to 
counteract the 10 s of e:fl'ectiveness allsed by moving 
the stringer from it original location to the center line. 
The sum of the individual ubstitute tringer attached 
at the center line constitutes the single equivalent 
longitudinal. 
As the tresse (Tv and (TCL are unknown at the out et, 
for a fir t approximation, th ratio (Tv / CJCL is obtained 
from equation (17) of the constant-stre solution given 
in reference 1. With the tres es thus computed, a 
second approximation might be made. In all cases in-
ve tigated thu far, it was found that the econd approx-
imation ao-reecl with the fir t one within the limit of 
experimental accuracy. The u e of the econd approxi-
mation i therefore considered unneces ary. (It mu t 
--~ 
\ 
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be borne in mind that the method of find ing the equiva-
lent longitudinal i sen tially empirical. onse-
quently, there is no valid rea on to believe that the 
econd approximation must be better than the fir t one.) 
ANALYSl S OF AXIA LLY LOADED PA 
As an example of the analy is of an axially loaded 
panel, the analy is of the compre sian panel with even 
tiffener , described in reference 2, will be discussed in 
detail . The pertinen t data on thi panel are given in 
fj oo ures 3 (a) and 3 (b ). 
Estimate of effective areas and of effective shear 
stiffness .- The test rcsults arc given in reference 2 for 
2P = 2,000 , 4,000, an 1 6,000 P und . The analysis will 
be made for 2P = 4,OOO or P = 2,OOO pounds . I t will 
become apparent that the condition at tIll load a1' 
tbe arne a for very mall loads, so that the analy i 
will be valid for any load between 0 and 4,000 pound 
The mean stress in the panel (reference 2) i 
- 2,000 _ ? 60 Ib I . 
rTJlI - 0.70 - ~, . sq. IU . 
Tills stress is fairly close to the compre sive buckling 
stre s of the sheet; the effcctive width of the heet will 
therefore be taken a equal to the actual width. The 
eIrective stringer area for the flange is thereIore 
A p = O.l 0+ 2 X O. 024= 0.228 sq. in. 
and for the sum of the other stringers 
AL=2.5 X O.0 + 10X O. 024 = 0.460 sq. in. 
The force at the bottom of the edge stringer i approxi-
mately 
Fp= 2, 60X O.22 = 652 lb . 
letwing 1,34 pounds to be transmi t ted by shear in the 
sheet to the otber trinO'e r . The average hear t re s 
in the shcet next to the edae ' tringeris tll eIdo re 
The cri tieal bucklino' sere s [01' 0.024-inch dural sheeL, 
4 in be wide and a um d simply supportcd, is, accord -
IU OO to Timoshenko, 
7cri l= 1,730 Ib ./ q. in. 
Titi value i 0 far above the actual stres tbat there i 
no possibility of a diagonal-tension field forminoo and 
rcducing tbe hear stiffness, a that 0./E = 0.40 ma y be 
Lukcn. 
Determination of substitute strueture .- Figurc 3 (c) 
shows the cro s section of the idealized structure 
a umed for the analy is. The stringer area given on 
till figUl'e are effective areas that include the cffective 
width of the sheet ; the sheet is now assumed to an y 
only shear. 
If therc arc a t least two intermediate strinO'ers be-
tween the centcl' tringel' and the fl ange, the alculation 
of the ub titu te trinO'er IlIUY be simplified by using a 
formula derived on tb e as umption thn t thorc a rc in-
finitely many in termediate stringer ; that is, on the 
P =2,0.0.0. }ymmefrica/ about <t 
I 
A 
I 
--,r 
B C' D L = 4 8 
x 
- b =12 -
(a l 
l =0..0.24 
Ar = 0..228 AL = 0..460. I 
. *' ~- 4 -~-4 - _ 4 _1 ~ 
(e) 
t =o.. o.24 
AT = 0..228 I A s = 0. 50.0-, ~ L v ~----/2 -I ---->l. 
(d ) 
FIG URE 3.-Compression panel used for sample analysis . 
assump tion that the area AL of the :intermcdiate 
stringer is di tributed uniformly along the width b of 
the sheet . The leriva tion of thi formula i 11 follow: 
Aceorcl ing to the constan t- tre s solution (reference 1, 
equ ation (17)) 
(2) 
whort'. 
~1l1c1 , in thc case 01' ::l constun t cro s secLlon, 
(3) 
Thc l1rea of an individual tringer i now 
and the area or Lhe ubsLit ute strin.gel' that rcpl aces 
it at the ccn ter Jin e is, acco rding to equation 0), 
I 
J 
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T be total area of th e substitute t ringer located at the (22). III order to apply this m ethod , compuLe t il e 
center line is therefore average stress 
A", ( b sinh K 3b 
ALS= T Jo cosh K 3y dy = A", K ab (4) 
In the ca e under con ideration 
Kb = I 2 X O.460 X 12 = 0.706 
3 -V 0.024 X 4 2X O.40 
so tlw t 
ALS= 0.460 X ~:;~~= 0 . 500 sq. in. 
F igure 3 (d ) how the cros scction of the ubsti tute 
tructure. 
Analysis of substitute structure .- The II b ti tll tc 
structureoffigure 3 (d ) can be analyzed by applying t he 
formula given in append ix B. By formula (A- J) 
!.(2 = 0.40 X.-2.: 024( 1 + 1 ) 
12 0.22 o.r-60 
]{= 0.07 1ii 
. 
~ I-n--~ 
I 
~ ) 
ritJx .r+~x 
II 
J-~ .r 
// -~ I t y 
FIGUHE 4.- Free-bod y diagram for calculating shear stress. 
For any station alonO' the pan , th e stre se and force 
can noll' bc calculiltcd. For cXill11 pl e, at tlle bottom of 
the P<ll1e1 (. r= O), by fO l'll1 ula (A :3 ) 
j1.~ cos l1 1(.1') 
, I ", cos il KL 
= :3,()()() (L+ o.!)()() X J.OO) 
O.2'L8 + 0 .!iOO O.228 X 15.53 
= ;~ , 1 34 Ib. /::;q. in . 
" 'itll the computa.tion of u/<' the subs titute tl'lIctlll'e h as 
cloyed its purpose and is discarded. It is importanL 
not to confu cit witll th e actual s tructure in allY of tllc 
following computatio ll s . 
Calculation of stresses in longitudinals.- The toLal 
force l{~ ill the acLuullongitudinal is 
F/, = P - F/ .. = P - O'pA/ .. 
or, at x= O, 
F£,= 2,OOO - 3,l34 X O.22 = 1,2 61b. 
T his fo rce is to be el i tributed oyer th e longitlld inals 
by the method given in reference 1, equations (21) and 
_ FD _ l ,2 6_ ,) 800 lb / . O'Da" - AD - 0.460 - - ' . ' sq. Ill. 
and the ratio 
0'£,,,"=2, 00 = 0 9{ 
UF 3,134 . 
\Yith this ratio as abscissa, read from figure 
erence 1 (redrawn to a larger ctl1e) 
Yb = O.605 
and calculate 
- ~ = 3, 134 = '1 0 lb / . UC£,- 1 '~b 1 1 _,G4 . sq. In. cos 1 .l . 
of I'e [-
.For the other two tringer, \I'hich are 10c ,1 ted 
at y =%b and y =%b, the stre s will be, for stringer 0, 
O' = O'c£, cosh Yy = 2,640 X co h 0.20~ =2,694 lb ./sq. in. 
llnci, for string!'l' B , 
0' = 2,640 X cosh 0.404 = 2, 60 Ib ./ q. in . 
The shear stre Tat any point in th e heet is obtained 
most conveniently by cOllsid ering the quilibl'illm of 
an element .6.x cut out of the tructure a. indicated in 
figure 4, takino' advantage of the fact that the hear 
str ess is zero at the center lin e. The h eal' stres in 
th e 6rst panel next to the flange, which i the most 
important one for design purposes, will be obtained 
automatica lly as part of tbe olution of tllC ubstitute 
structure if the numerical trial-and-error method of 
olution i u cd , or by using formula (A- 2) from ap-
pendi..'\: B in the ca e of a constant-section panel. 
Panels with variable cross section.- In the case of a 
pancl with variable c]'oss ee tion, the panel is divided 
in to a convenient numb('\' of bays :1 S describcd in 
1' pf'C' l'el1cC' 1. Ifo l' c<lcil h<lY, t il c ('/'oss-scction}!l area 0(' 
fhc suhstitutc IOllgitud inal is ('omputed by Lt. illg ro /'-
Illll \n (4) . 10 tllc c'omputHtioll o f 1<3b by /'or llluia (:3 ), 
t lw Hvemge y,l lut's ill t ile bl1 'y a\'(' llsed for AD, b, t, Hnd 
0 ,//'( T he length L is again tIle total length of ti le 
panel (not of the bay ). T be unalysis of the sub-
stitut tr Ll ctu]'e is llHl.d e by tbe tl'ia.l-and-el'l'ol' m ethod 
described in reference 1. After thi step , the procedur 
is identical with the procedW'e for constant- ection 
panels . 
A ALYSIS OF BEAMS W IT H FLAT COVERS 
The analy is of beams with {lat covers is 0 closely 
analoo'ous to tbe analysis of a)"rjaJly loaded panels that 
no detailed example need be given. The substitutc 
structure is found exactly as lor an axially loaded 
panel. The re ulting beam with a ingle longitudinal 
i analyzed by the trial-and-erl'ol' method described in 
reference I , or by formula if applicable. The total 
forcc F", at any section can then b e tli tributed over the 
longitudinal a pl'eyiou ly de cl'ibed. 
--~-- - - -- --~) 
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ANALYS IS OF BEAMS WI TH CAMBERED CO VE RS 
The cam bered beam with a sin gle longitudinal.- Tho 
basic problem of the beam with a ingle longi tudinal and 
a cambered cover wa s not treated in roference 1. It 
will now be briefly el i cus cd. 
Fio-ure 5 how an elem ent of length dx cut out of 
LllC beam. "Vitb the help of this diagntl1l , the IUl1Cl<1-
menta l equation 01' equilibrium cn n be wri tten exactly 
as in th e ca e of the beam wi th a fl at cover (reference 
I, equations (3a) and (3 b) I) . 
dFF= Sw,dx -dSc ~w 
dFL = dSc 
(5a) 
e5b) 
Tb e eq uation that expres es the relation between 
hear stre and longitudinal stre se is slightl y mol' 
complicated than in the ca e of a flat cover. The 
ordinary bend ing theory mlly be takrn to gi ITQ the 
limiting ca e of no heal' deformation. The deforma-
tion that determine the shear strain must therefore 
be mea ured from the plane cro section of the engi-
neering bendino- th eory a a reference base, re ulting 
In th e equation 
Or dT = - Eb,[ (<1p- <1FP)-(<1L - <1LP)]dx (5c) 
where the ub cript P lenote tre e obtained wi th 
the engin ring b nding theory, which a . umes plano 
ection to remain plune. 
The e equations can be u ed to obtain numerica l 
olu tion by th e trial-and-efror method, u ing finite 
differences tJ. in place of tbe differential d. Appendix 
B give the analytical solution for Lwo ca es that con e-
spond to the olution giyen for a beam with a fiut 
cover in reference 1. 
1 In referen ce I , eq uation (3b) is written i nl'orred Iy with a lIIillll ~ s ign ahead oC d 1,'1 •. 
z 
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T H E CA MB E R E D BEAM Wi TH MA NY LONGIT UDI NA LS 
In the treatment of the cambered beam with many 
longitudinals shown in figure 6 (a), va rious degree of 
refinement are po ibl e. Th e followin g metJlocl , devised 
h~ " dx /~ 7 
./ Fr. + dEL 
r¥ I t hw L . ~- b -1 
t 
FJG UH~ 5. Free-body diagraills and notation for single-stringer beam with cambered 
co\""er, 
to utilize the method levelopocl for axia lly loaded panel 
and for beams with flat covers, is believed to be ade-
q uate for practical pur])O es . A ttention is called again 
to the basic a umption stated pl'eviou, ly, i. e., that 
the cambel' is mod erate. 
T he analysi i again divid ed into two teps: th e 
calculation of the flan ge stre ses <1p along the pan by 
weans of the substi tute stru ctul'e, and the ub equent 
eli tribu tio n of t he [ol'ce FL over t he longituclinals at 
any tation. 
The area of th e ubstitute tringel' i calcuhtted by 
eq uation (4) , u ing for b the developed width of th e 
cover heet. The camb r of th e ubstitute beam may, 
for practical plll'pO e , be taken as Cs = % c (fig. 6 (b)) . 
o;,.A 
-,.;- CfCLP 
I 
I C1FP L 
(el 1. 
L 
FIGUIlE O.-Cambered-cover beam. 
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The distribu tion of the force FL cannot be made 
directly by the method used for flat panel. In the 
fl at panel, the 10nO'ituclinai tres i uniform along the 
chord in the limiting a e of infinite sh ear stiffne ; in 
the ca e of finite heal' stiffne s, the shear strain is 
clefin d directly by the longitudinal train. In the 
cambered cover with infinite shear tiffnes, the tress 
varie along the chord according to the straigh t-line law 
of the ordinary bending theory; in the cambered covel' 
with finite shear tiffne ,the shear t rain are defined 
by the difference between the longitudin al strain and 
the correspondin O' train of the ordin ary bending 
theory as indicated by equation (5c). 
These difference between the cambered and the .flat 
covel' may be interpreted a ari ing from the fact that 
the cambered cover ha bending stiffnes of it own 
because it ha a " beam depth" equal to it camber. 
.70 .30 V 
.66 .34 V 
v/ 
.38 / 
(I-Yb ) / / 
.42 
.62 
!!...J.. 
b 
.58 
/ 
. 46 / V .54 
/' 
---
1.0 2.0 3.0 
Yb 
FIGURE 7.- 0raph for location of resultant force on cover. 
In the ingle-stringer beam i t was not difiicu l t to take 
care of the effect of thi bending tiA'ne mathematicall y 
by in troducing th term O'rl' and O'u' in to cqll<ttion (:)('). 
1n the Jllultistl'illg(l l' br,l l)) it iH 111 01'0 ('on\'(' ni r Il L to 
ill trodu ce a, pllysi(',11 ('.( llliv,dell L, llall1 r ly , <I ll ltuxili a.l',)' 
. y. Leltl or IOllgit udina l sL l'r!-i,;e,' di ·t rlbu ted OVC I' t he 
('over ill such a JlIHllner ,I S Lo lllllke tb e ,;tJ'e 's ulliforlll 
ill the lim iting ca C o[ in ri Il ite shea.!' stirl'lI c s . III fig ure 
() (c) the broken lin e show Lll e s tJ'e se given by Lll r 
o rdin ary bending theory , th full line how t il e uni-
form stress, denoted by O'u, and tllC C1'O -haLch d area 
b tween the two line indicate the auxiliary t J'esse 
neces ary to achieve the uniform stl'e di tJ'i bu ti n. 
The magnitude of the uniform tJ'e s i cletermin d by 
the condition that, when the auxiliary tl'e e act on 
thc flange AF and on the longitudinal 1L , th ey must 
not change the bending ll1 ment actinO' at the section, 
i. e., they lllUSt 1htve ;l;e l'o mom cn t about tll C assumed 
ce n troidcIl lin e of t be Jowel' cover. The n uxilia l',)' 
tre e will be denoted by a econd sub cl'ipt 1 placed 
after the fir t ub Tipt, wbich denote the tringeJ' or 
.flange where the tre s is measured. 
With the auxiliary tres e a sumed active , the 
method of finding the eli tribution of the stre se along 
the chord i an aloo'ou to the method u ed for [I at 
panel and will be hown in detail [or a nunl el'ical 
example. Fronl. the stresse thus calcu latecl , the 
amiliary tres es are ubtracte(l to obt,lin the final 
tres e . 
One tep not ~lecessary in the analy is of .flat panel 
i required for cam bered covel'. A indicated in figure 
6 (d), i t is nece a1'y to locate the re ' ultant force FL * 
acting on the cover (exclusive of the £ianO'e) when the 
actual and tb auxiliary stre ses are acting. The 
vertical location 6.h of this resultant dete rmine the 
eiIectiye lepth of the beam 
(G) 
when the combined stresse are acting. The exact c<11-
culation of 6.h would require a very tedioll integration 
involving the stre eli tribution and the hape of the 
cov 1' , which has to be repea ed several time for each 
cross ection with ligh tly differing va lue of tres 
di tribu tion. For practical purposes, it will therefore 
be advisable to simplify th problem, al though there 
will be a slight 10 in accuracy, by findinO' the laternl 
10 ation YL of the re ultant and by assuminO' that 6.h is 
determined by the inter e tion of the line Y= YL and 
the straight line joining F and L , a indicated in figure 
6 (d). ncler the as umption of moderate camber, YL 
is given by 
\\' ll t'l'e Y is Lhe PIlI'iIIlI CLl'1' introdu('ed ill I't'i'l' I' l' I 1('(' I , 
t'<luation (2 1), 1'01' the pUl'po,;e 0 [' dis tl'ibuLing' 'Lrl'';H('!-i 
cliorclwlse . Tl w va lu e of Ylj b is plo tLed in fi gul'l' 7 
11!-!n in t ) 'b 1'01' J'oudy rof'c l'el1 ee. '\'illt L110 Pl'opos('d 
illlpli fie;l tioll , LlI r \'n.lu e of 611 i. L1 1ell g- iv(, 11 by 
6.h = c( l - iJr../b) 
MERlCAL EXAMPLE FOR ANALYSl OF A 
CAMBERED BEAM 
(7 ) 
FiO'lll'e (a) show the cro s section of Lhe bellm 
a surned for the ample ana.ly i. The rooL section will 
be analyzed fol' u. load P of 2;')0 pounds acting at the t ip; 
the lengtb L of the beam i 10 incllC. It j assulllcd 
Lhat the eA'ective widLh of the s'itret ll<\ s 1)('(' 11 esLinwL('(l 
and that the \rtdu e l /J-· O. ' 5 sq . ill. illcludes Lhe crl'c(' ive 
width. 
) 
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The next tep is to estimate the effective hear 
modulus. If the presence of camber and of shear 
deformation is neglected, the maximum shear stress in 
the heet will be given by formula (A-S) of appendix 
Bas 
T max 
PAL 250 X O.S5 lb / ' 
thAT 0.0115 X 3 X 1.65 3,730 . sq. m . 
The buckling shear stress of a long dural plate 0.0115 
inch thick and 1.S0 inches wiele is 
TC71. =1,960 lb. /sq. in. 
The mSu\.'imum shear stress being only about twice the 
critical stress, the average hear stress is sufficiently 
close to the critical to neglect diagonal-tension effects 
on shear stiffness and to set G.= G or G./E=0.40. 
Equation (3) then gives 
Kb= I 2 X O.S5 X 9 =0.535 
3 "J 0.0115 X 10 2X 0.40 
Inserting this value in equation (4) gives 
A 0.561 S92 . L8= 0 . 5 0.535=0. sq. m . 
The Cl'OSS section of the substitute beam is shown in 
.6gme (b). Since the substitute beam is of uniform 
cro section, it can be solved analytically. Formula 
(A- 14) gi
V
: 0.40 X 0.0115 ( 1 + ; +_1_) 
9 0.80 0.892 
K=0.0378 KL=4.08 
Formula (A-12) then gives for x=108 inches 
O'F = 27,000 X O.94[ 1 + 1.94 X O.892( 1+.!)0 .999J 
9.20 0.94 X O.80 3 4.0S 
O'F= 4,830 lb./sq. in. 
This computation completes the first step and the 
substitute beam is eliscarde 1. 
The next step is to calculate the stresses in the actual 
beam by the ordinary bending theory: 
O'FP 27,000 X O.94 = 9 630 lb / . 9.65 ~, . sq. m. 
O'CLP 27,000 X 2.94 = 220 lb / . 9.65 ' . sq. m. 
b'igul'e 8 (c) shows the chol'dwise distribution of the 
tresses according to the ordinary bending theory as well 
as the auxiliary stresses. I n Gl'der to show that the 
auxiliary stresses indicated by figur 8 (c) fulfill the 
l'r.quirements, a check on their total moment is made. 
1,955 X 3 X O.80 4,690 
37 X 3.4 X O.189 - 538 
- 2 1 X :i.8 X O.1 9 -202 
- 1,399 X 4.2 X O.189 = -1,111 
- 2,517 X 4.6 X O.189 = -2,188 
- 3,635 X 5.0 X O.0945 = -1,717 
10 
80293-38-2 
The moment is zero with a negligible error. The flange 
stress used for calculating the chordwise stress distribu-
tion is therefore 
The moment furnished by the flange is 
MF* = 6,785 X O.80 X 3.00 = 16,280 in.-lb. 
8 .000 
·s 
6-6. 000 
~ 
/ -9.65 
ra) 
_ __ 2_. 0,,-1 ~ ---l 
/-9.20 (; 
(b) 
FIGU RE B.-Cambered-cover beam (or sample analysis. 
The moment to be furnished by the cover longitudinals 
is therefore 
ML* = 27,000-16,280 = 10,720 in.-Ib. 
Assuming 71,.=3.77 inches, the force FL* becomes 
Ff *=10,720=2840 lb L 3.77 ' . 
The average stl'e is therefore 
and the l'aLio 
* - 2,840 - 334" O'Lav - 0.85 - , . . J 
* t: O'La: = 3,340 = 0.493 
O'F ' 6,785 
V-lith this value a absci a , read from figure 1 
reference 1 
Yb = 1.94 
of 
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and, with this value, 
ycJb= 0.G13 
from figure 7 so that 
.Mi= 2 (1- 0.613)=O.77 in. 
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FIG URE 9.-Stresses in axiall y loaded panel (experimental data from reference 2). 
and 
he= 3.00+ 0.77 = 3.77 in. 
which agree with the assumed value. If it did not 
agree, a new trial would have to be made. 
The stress at the center line is given by 
* (l}<'* 6 7 5 
(leL =cohYb 3:55 1= 1,9 10 
From this sere s the actual s tres i obtailled by ub-
tracting the auxiliary stress 
(leL *= 1,910- (-3 ,635) = 5,545 Ib. j-q. in. 
Table I show the calculation of the sere es (l* in t,he 
other stringer by the formula 
(lv *= (leL * cosh Yy 
and of the final tre se ; figure Cd) show graphically 
the final tre distribution. 
tr inger 
Center line . ___ _ L ______________ 
2 ____________ ___ 
3 _______________ 
4 _______________ 
Flange _______ __ 
V/b Yy 
0.0 0 
.2 .3 
.4 .776 
. 6 1.164 
1:0 
l. 552 
1. 94 
TABLE I 
cosh Yv 0'* U'A. (f (lh./sq. in.) (lb./sq. in .) (lb./sq. in.) 
1.000 1, 910 
l. 076 2, 055 
l. 316 2,514 
l. 75 3,360 
2.466 4,710 
3.551 6, 785 
-3,635 
-2,517 
-1,399 
-281 
7 
1,955 
5,545 
4,Si2 
3,913 
3,641 
~, 73 
4, 30 
EXPERIMENT AL STUDIES 
AXIALLY LOADED P A EL 
Experimental result for a panel loaded in compres-
sion are described in reference 2. This panel was hown 
in figUl'e 3 and erved a a numerical example for the 
propo ed method of analysis. The re ult of th 
analysis a well as the experimental results are shown 
in figure 9_ 
GENER AL R EMA R KS 0 ANA L YSIS OF BEAM TESTS 
In the analy i of beam te t, ome difficulty i met 
in e tabli bing the idealized ection. It i easy to 
define location for tbe longitudinals but fb .. -1ng tbe 
location, and particularly the ize, of the flanges pre-
ents difficultie , because part of the shear web mu t 
be considered a fmill hing a " contribution to the 
idealized flange . -
In order to reduce arbitrarines to a minimum, the 
following procedure was adopted for all beam analyses_ 
F irst, the centroidal axi and the geometric moment of 
incrtia of the cross ection in que tion were computed. 
If the sll ee t wa con iclered to be only partly effective 
ill carryillg normal tres e , tb e proper etrcctive wid th 
\\'ns u eel in these computatioJls. cxt, the locatio ll s of 
thc idealized flan ges were fixed. On that ide of thc 
bcam where the bear deformation was being calculated, 
the flange wa as limed to be in the plane of the cover 
sheet. On the other id e, which wa witllOut cOvor 
except in one case, the flange was assumed to be located 
at its estimated centroid. The cros - ectional area of 
the two idealized flange (tension and compre ion) were 
then computed from the condition that the id alized 
ection mu t have the same centroid al axi and the arne 
moment of inertia a the actual section. For thi 
i lealized section, the analy i wa tll n rna Ie by II ing 
the previously described method . 
I 
) 
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GENERAL R E MARKS ON N. A. C. A. BEAM T E S T S 
The available published test data were not sufficient 
for an adequate check of the theory developed. A 
number of beam were therefore tested by the . A. C. 
A. The fir t of these beams was discussed in reference 
Ac 
(bl 
'--- 6 ---* 6---~ 
:,0 0 115 17srl ! J'TWO Ci<§ 1 7~\ 
c;::5E>--"- ---==F*- ---tE'=!-::.,:-:-:- --
I_I;! ~ 
spacing (a) 
Rivet 
spacing 
J7ST 
A c 
(e) 
(al Actual section. 
Ge / E -0288 
(b ) Idealized section. (c) Substitute section. 
F IGUllE 10.-Cross section of N. A . O. A . beam 2. 
1; the following ones, de ignated as . A. C. A. beam 
2,3, and 4, will be discussed in this paper. 
In all N. A. C. A. beam, measurements were made on 
the tension side of the beam in order to eliminate 
FIGURE n.- N. A. C. A . beam 2 under test. 
erroneous strain readings caused by local buckling of the 
stringers. Furthermore, flat strips could be used for 
stringers, malting it possible to take strain readings very 
close to the sheet. 
The load 2P was mcrea eel from 0 to 500 pounds (in 
the fixst series of te ts) in steps of 50 pounds and 
decreased again in step of 100 pounds. The 
the straight line through the te t points was 
determine the stress at P = 250 pounds, which 
slope of 
used to 
will be 
shown in the later figures. 
10,000 I I Ix Ex~erimental poi~ts I , ):l Coincid ing experimen t al point s _ 
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FIGURE 12.- Stresses in . A. O. A. be III 2 =2 ,= a for P 50 lb. E lOAX LO' . 
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Readings were taken across the entire section of the 
beam and on both sides of the stringers. Each point 
representing a flange stress in the figures is therefore the 
average of two slopes, and each point representing a 
stringer stress is the average of four slopes excepting 
figures that show the stress distribution along the 
entire chord. 
A light departure was made from the described 
method of analysis in the case of J . A. C. A. beams 2 
and 3. The uniform distribution of AL along the chord 
26-------------1 
,r---,c 
b---- 1 
,·f I 
-51-01<--
FIGURE 13.-Cross section o[ Galcit beams. a , upper cap angle. Area= 0.354 sq. in. 
b, beam web. t= 0.051 in . c. lower cap angle. Area=0.221 sq. in. d, stillener 
angle. Area=O.044 sq. in. e, at taching strip. Area =0.082 sq. in. f, cover sheet. 
11=0.025 in.; t2=0.050 in . 
is not very well approximated in these beams, AL con-
sisting of only two stringers. Consequently, equation 
(4) was not used. The two tringers constituting AL 
were treated individually on the basis of equations (1) 
to (3). This departure also accolmts for the fact that, 
for beam 3, the substitute camber is not taken as one-
half the actual camber, as recommended for practical 
cases with many stringers. For comparison with the 
Experimental 
16,000 
. ~ 12,000 
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~ 
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l.. 
~ 
4,000 
I-- (a) 
I 
1 VI F lange s tress / 
/ ~ 
.-/ / 
- --
I--
----~ ~ 
"'" ~ ~ 
'~~ 
\ 1\\ 
Stringer stresse~~~ 
experinlental flange stresses, the stresses calculated lor 
the idealized flanges of the N . A. C. A. beams were 
corrected to the outside fiber stresses on the assumption 
that plane sections remain plane. For the purpose of 
calculating the shear deformation, the width of the 
sheet was taken between rivet rows for N. A. C. A. 
beams 2 and 3. 
TESTS ON BEAMS WITH FLAT COVERS 
N. A. C. A. beam 2.-- . A. C. A. beam 2 was similar 
in design to beam 1 described in reference 1. The 
cross sections of the beam are shown in figure 10. The 
bulkheads, not shown in this figure, were similar to 
those on beam 1 and were spaced to make the bays 
about square. The length L of the beam was 108 
inches. Figure 11 shows the beam under test and 
figure 12 shows the results of the tests and of the 
calculations. 
Galcit test beams.--Figure 13 shows the cross section 
of a type of beam tested at the California Institute of 
Technology (reference 3) under a pure bending moment. 
Figure 14 (a) shows the experimental and calculated 
results for the beam with t=0.025 ineh and figure 14 (b) 
shows the results for the beam with t=0.050 inch. 
Schnadel 's ship model.- Figure 15 shows the cross 
section and the side view of a ship model tested by 
Schnadel (reference 4). The model was built of steel. 
Measurements were taken only on the outside of the 
compression cover (corresponding to the deck of the 
vessel) over one quadrant of the beam. Figure 16 
shows the experimental results and the results calculated 
by the method presented in this paper. 
-- -- -- -- -- -- Calculated 
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F IGURE 14.-Stress distribution in Galcit beams. Experinlental daia [rom reference 3; 1\10= 120,000 in .·lb.; a.IE assumed 0.25 (diagonal tension). 
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TESTS ON BEAM WITH CAMBE I1ED COVER 
N . A. C. A. beam 3.- Fi.gure 17 hows the C1'OS sec-
tions of a cambered b am obtained by in erting cam-
bered bulkheads into N. A. . A. beam 2. Figul' 1 
L ,.J -, , I I 
I ' I I , 
~ I Station lines ) It) 
I 
~ j , i I 0) 
<j 
40 
(a) 
- 40- --- 80---:>t<>-- 4Q---.;1 
~ I ~ lei lei :Stotions 
T 0 C 4-1' 6 ~ 8 
t il I t f I 
(b) 
(a) Cross section. (b) Loading diagram. 
FtC-UR E 15.-Cross seclion and general diagram of chnadel's ship model. Dimen· 
sions are in cm and loads in kg. 
how the beam und er te t. Figure 19 is a view of the 
in i Ie of the beam, howing intermediate bulkhead 
Lhat were added for te ts at high loa I to reduce agging 
of the stringers between the main bulkhead. This 
~I]O'ging is proportional to the square of the stresses 
tlnd consequently mfiy become important at high 
StatIOn' 
0. 2 3 4 
tations for three different loads. Two fact are eviden t 
from an inspec tion of th i figure: The differences be-
tween the actual stre ses and the tr sse of the ordinary 
bending theory increa e as the root is approached and 
(b) 
f;----5.9 --_.* 
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(a) Actual section. 
(b) Idealized section. (c) Substitute section. 
FJGURE 17.-0ross section of N. A. O. A. beam 3. 
al 0 as the load incl'ea es, because the shearing stifl'ne 
decrea es with increa e in load. 
N. A. C. A. beam 4.- . A. C. L beam 4 wa tapered 
in plan form, in depth, and in stringer area as sLown in 
figure 22. F igure 23 show the calculated and experi-
mental stresse in the flange. The experimental 
tresse shown in this figure are ba ed on mea uremen t 
taken on the out ide of the flange but are correct.ed to 
the top edge of th e web. 
--- Calculated 
5 8 9 
I I II v r 1 J I 
l I r _ c- L + + 
I / 1 / 
J 
o 1,000 0 1,000 0 iQ')O o 1,000 0 1,000 0 !,OOO 0 1,000 0 1,000 
Stress, kg/cmR 
FIGURE 16.-Stress distribution in Scbnadel's sblp model (experimental data from reference 4) . 
tre ses, but it require attention only in the case of 
shallow beams. Figure 20 hows e:\:perimental and 
calculated stre ses in thi beam at P = 2 -0 pounds. 
A shorter series of measurement wa made on beam 3 
at higher loads. Figure 21 shows the tres es at four 
Figure 24 shows the cbordwise stre s distribution at 
the tation x=91.4 in hes. The experimental stre ses 
shown are not th tres es measured on each stringer 
but are weighted averages of the stresses mea ured on 
each stringer and on the kin adj acent to the stringer on 
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each side. It was found that the skin stresses were 
con i tently higher than the stringer tressc ; neal' the 
Toot the difference was a much a 20 percent, bu t the 
difference decreased (roughly proportionally) with 
eli tance from the root. Since the ratio of stringer area 
to sheet area was more than 4:1 , the weighted average 
stre s never differed by more than 5 percent from the 
stringer stress proper. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
CO MPARISO N BETWEE PROPOSED METHOD OF ANA LYSTS AND 
EXPERIM ENTAL RESULTS 
The agreement between experiment and calculation is 
Q'ood for the axially loaded panel (fig. 9). For N. A. 
FJGURE 19.- : A:C . A: beam 3-view o[ open side. 
C. A. beams 2 and 3, the agreement is good except for 
the root region of the centel' tringer in beam 3 (figs. 12 
and 20). 
For N. A. C. A. beam 4, the agreement is reasonably 
good for the flange stre ses (:50 '. 23 ). For the stringer 
stre es, which are shown only for the root station in 
figme 24, the agreement may be con idered fair, if the 
difference between the two test series and the differ-
ences between stringer stres es and kin stresses, pre-
viou 1y mentioned, are considered. 
For the Galcit beam , the agreement is somewhat 
1 , 1-----,-1--.-1 -'1-- 8,000 
x Exper imental p oin t s 1 
l:l Coin ciding experimen tal points 
I'~. --- Co/c u lale d, With shear delormollon 
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FJGURE 20.- Stresses in N. A . C. A. beam 3 [or P = 250 lb. E = 1O.4 X 1Q6. 
poor for the beam with the thin cover (fig. 14 (a)) but i 
quite good for the beam with the tbick cover (fiO' . 14 
(b)). 
For Schnadel's hip model, the agreement is fair at 
--- - - -- ------~ 
) 
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some stations and very poor at others. tudy of the 
te t report shows that the accuracy of the test was, for 
a number of reasons, far below the ac uracy of all 
other test analyzed in the pre ent paper . Thi con-
clusion i borne out by inspection of the re ults in 
fLgUl"e 16. rote, for in tance, at tation 2 and particu-
larly at station 3, that all experin1ental stres e are 
22,00 0 
I 0 
-, 7 k 'U 
c:: 
20.00 
/ g> 
() 
'/ () / t;:: t;:: 
, 
beam uncleI' load shows that the spanwise variation il1 
the condition of the sheet i indeed small; it should be 
borne in mind tha t relfl tively large variations in hear 
stifIne s influence the tringer tres es but lit tle, a 
shown in referencc 1. The horclwise variation, llow-
ever , is marked, the outcr panels bing buckled while 
the inn er panels are no t. Thi variation was taken 
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FIG UI<E 21 .- OJlOnlll'ise s tress distribu tion in N. A. C. A. beam 3 at [ollr stat ions [or P = 250, 500, a nd 750 lb. 
]0 [e/ I shown [or P =250 and 750 pouoels. 
con iderably higher than the calculated one ; hence 
tIte summation of the interna.l moments would be mu ch 
lfl.rger than the external moment. The test wa in-
cl uded in the analysi be au e it i the only available 
complete test on the limiting case where string r and 
sheet are merged into a single unit, a plate. 
In all beam analyse made for the presen t paper, 
over-all average value of effective shear tifIne were 
used. A glance at the photographs of the N. A. O. A. 
into accoun t approxima tely by lIsing a weighte 1 avel"cl ge 
value of Ge, and this procedure may be re ponsible lor 
some of the discrepancies between te t and calculation. 
Theoretically , it might be pos ible to take this variation 
into acco unt more exactly, but there appea.rs to be 
lit tle justification to do so when the proposed simplified 
method of analysis i u eel. In practical design, large 
chorclwise variations of shear stiffness hould be 
avoi led by using heavier skin neal' the flanges . 
I 
I 
J 
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If the far-reaching simplifications involved in the 
theory are con idered a well a the difficliltie of strain-
gage te hug of heet-metal tructure , the agreement 
between exp riment and analy is i, n the whole, 
fairly sati factory. Althouo-h the analy is doe not 
give a perfect picture of detail, it does appear to give 
a substantially correct picture for the tre ses mo t 
important in lesign work. 
To person unacquainted with strain-gage testing, 
the cliscrepancie between test and calculations might 
appear to be rather large. It hould be pointe lout, 
however, that strain-gage te t of conventional type 
of tru tures, such a tru se and plate girder, fre-
quently hov eli crepancie fully as large or larger. 
4----*· 
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J<'IGU HE 22.-Cross sections of N. A. C. A. beam 4. 
COMPA RI SO BETWEE N PROPOSED METHOD OF ANA LY ' IS AND 
YOU CER'S SOLUTIO 
Th pl'OpO ed method of analysi is based on the 
ttIne simplificd phy iC<1,1 concepts ,1,S Younger' method 
(reference 1) . Yo unger' sol u tion is ma thema tic<1,lly 
more rigorous, but it applies only to a beam of con tant 
ection with a cosine-wave bending moment. For 
pracLical hap of bending-moment curve , it is neces-
'ary to uperpo e u, number of cosine term . 
Compari on for the ca e of a concen tratecl load ap-
plied at the tip how that the substitute-structure 
method of analysi give flange tres e at the root that 
are a much a 15 percent higher than the tre e cal-
culated by supcrposinO" four co il1 C term . Juclgino- by 
the magnitude of succes ive terms, foul' were con iclerecl 
a ufficient number to give the de ired accuracy. The 
tresse in the lono-itudinal given by the substitute-
tructure method are correspondingly lower than tho e 
O"iveu by Younger' formula. Comparison with experi-
ment for two ca e (fig. 9 and 12) hows that Younger' 
extended formula i in very much poorer agreement 
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FIGURE 23.- Flange stresses in N. A. C. A. beam 4 at P = 250 lb. E= 1O.4 X 10'. 
with the experiments than the substitute-structure 
method. Tills fact is somewhat surprising, and the 
que tion ari es as to what might be the po sible reasons 
for the poor agreement. 
If a diagonal-tension field form on the sheet, th e 
hear between flange and longitudinals will not be 
7,000 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
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F'Gv ,n, 24.-Strcsscs a t first station in N. A. C. A. beam I. 
ran miLLed at right angle to the axi of Lhe beam out, 
theoretically, at 45° angles. The theory mcl}' Lherefore 
be expect d to giv reasonably accurate results only if 
the bending moment does not chaJwe too much over a 
panwi e distance qual to the width of the beam. 
Obviou ly, till condition is not fulfilled by the highcr 
co ine term after the fir t one, so that their phy ical 
significance may be seriou ly questioned. 
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The evidence presented by the axially loaded panel 
(fig. 9), which did not buckle appreciably at P = l ,OOO 
pOlmds, appea,r to indicate. that even for a 11 ear-re i t-
ant panel the superpo ition of cosine term does not al-
ways yield a sufficiently close approximation to the pbys-
ical facts. If tills defect alway exi ts, then any m etbod 
based on the same fundamental physical concepts and 
relying on trigonometric eries \vill be umeliable. 
It migh t be mention ed in pa ing that the theoreti-
cal treatment given by Schnadel in reference 4 and in 
everal other papers is of little intere t for aeronautical 
tructure , becan e it appJies only to an isotropic pla te 
where the shear tiffness i fixed by the theoretical 
relation 
E 
G= 2(1+ J.L ) 
The results therefore contain no pro vi ion to ta 1;:e into 
~Wcolmt redu ced values of Ge or plates stifi'ened by 
tringers. 
THE INFLUENCE OF RIBS 
Ribs Or bulkhead influence the stre es in th e benm 
cover in two ways. By virtue of their axial stiffne s, 
th ey help to carry transverse s tresses in the covel' . 
Thi fun ction is unimportant if the sh eet does not 
buckle in to a diagonal-tension field , bu t it is, of course, 
of paramount importance if a diagonal-tension field 
forms. Because the rib flanges have b ending stiffne 
in the plane of the cover, they al 0 tend to reduce the 
shear deformation. It wa pointed out in reference 1 
that tills effect can be calculated for a single-s tringer 
beam and it was tated that in practical cases the effect 
is very small. Tills conclusion, drawn from the calcula-
tions , h as been confirmed by t ests of I . A. C. A. beam 2. 
It should be noted, of course, that th ese remarks apply 
only if the basic requirement of very moderate camber 
is fulfilled . 
J. A. C. A. beam 2 was tested first with all iongitu-
clinul sliding freely over the rib and h eld against the 
ribs only by their own tension. A second strain survey 
wa s tben made of the beam after conn ecting th e longi-
Ludillals with the ribs by taper pins. The ribs were 
very 110avy steel channels, a howD on the drawings 
:lnd pl lotographs, but th eir only effect wa to moo th 
ou t a Jew minor i.neg ularities in th e stress-distribu tion 
plot . An extremely heavy tip rib wa then ad led; 
t his rib reduced the tress in the Hange about 6 percent. 
Calculation indicated, however , that an equivalent 
amount of material u ed to thicken the kin would have 
resulted in increasing the skin thickness by about 500 
pereent over th e entire span and would have reduced 
the s tress in the flange by about 33 percen t . 
A brief in pection of figure 25 is suffiei nt to how why 
the rib i qui te ineffective. Figure 25 (a) how the tip 
rib a te 1 upon by the longitudinal. In figure 25 (b ) it 
wa s ass umed that the material contained in the tip rib 
is pread out ome distance along the span. It is obvi-
ous that this change results in a much stiffer cross beam , 
All tests of I . A. C. A. beam 3 were made without 
connections between longitud inals and ribs. On J, A. 
C. A. beam 4, wbich had bulkheads of normal size, the 
longitudinals were riveted to the bulkhead flange, 
THE EFFECTIVE SHEAR MODULUS 
The effective hear modulus of a thin sheet fram ed 
by rigid e Ige member is equal to the shear modulus of 
the material as long a the hear stress is lower than the 
critical or budding stre . If the tre is increa ed be-
yond th is value, diagonal- tension fold begin to form 
and grow. The effectiv e shear modulus gradually de-
creases, approacillng asymptotically the value Ge= 
% G. The nature of thi Lransition wa inves tigated 
experimentally by Lahde and Wagner (reference 5). 
In prac tical tructures, the edge members are not 
rigid; they have a finite axial tiffne and a fmite 
bending stiffness. The influence of th ese stiffnesses 
ha been treated analytically by Wagner in hi origina l 
theory for the case of a, fully developed diagonal- tension 
field . The influence of edge member with finite titr-
nes on the charac teristics of a thin sheet in the transi-
(a) 
FIGU HE 25 . 
:1 
·1 
(b) 
I· 
I. 
tion zone between hear-resistant sh eet and cliagonal-
tension field ha not been inves tigated to date. Atkin 
ofl'er a method of e tima ting the characteristics of a 
diagonal-tension b eam by making tests on squa.re panels 
(reference 6). Although this idea is fundamentally 
sO llnd , Atkin's analysis is open to fl eriolls objection. 
H e clnims tho t the deflection 0 of a test pn nel can always 
bc J'cp resente I as a traigllt-Jine fun ction of th e load 
P, and be se ts 
o= lcP 
which mean , in eHect, tha t Atkin's metho<.!. Lake ' inLo 
account only the finite stiffne s of th e edge member '. 
It disregards the gradual tran ition from Ge= G to 
Ge=~/G in a rigidly framed sheet. In many practical 
cases, wh ere the critical s tres is not exceeded more than 
three or four tim es, the second factor is probably far 
more important than the first. 
The test described in references 2 an I 3 were evalu-
ated by their authors to give value of effective h et),!" 
tiffnes. The e analyses have been qu es tioned in a 
later paper (reference 7), chiefly because the value 
obtained were much lower than the theoretical values for 
the pure diagonal- ten ion field with rigid edge members . 
/ 
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A cri tical examination Lows tlla t in all th e e analy e 
the hear tifl'nes bas been ob ta ined by taking the 
difference of slope of two experimen tal curve . Thi 
meth od i extremely sen itive to light experimen tal 
error. Unfortunn tely, experim en ta l error in strnin-
gaere tests of beet-metal tructure ure quite large, and 
th e tresse aI' , fur thermore, quite in en itive to 
chang s in !:bear tifrne . Th e re ult ob ta ined by uch 
n slope metllOd are th erefore very questionable, and in 
so me case it j po ible to change th e calculated value 
of the shearing stiffness everal hundred percen t by 
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varying, [or ill Lance, th efl' ective wid th wi thin iLs 
po ible limit . 
In view of Lhe e circum Lallce, i t appears more 
n lvisable to analyze the t t in such a manner that 
over-all average values for the hear stiffnes are ob-
tained by utilizing the or linate of experimental curve 
in tead of the slope of the e curves. The procedure 
would be to calculate th e tl'esse under everal assump-
tions for the shear tifl'ne nn l to find the s tre curve 
th at gives the be t agreemen t with the te t results. 
evera l example of uch a procedure are given in refer-
ence 1. 
The lligh-Ioacl te t of J . A . beam 3 were 
analyzed in a imila1' m Anner . nfol' tuna tely, the 
limited number of train gage necessi tated repeat load-
, 
, 
I 
ing ; during the e repea t te ts, changes occ u rred in 
par t of the beam that prevented a defini te analysis. It 
was e t im atecl that, at P = 900 pound , the effective 
shear modulus wa G.=0. 5G, but no defini te estimate 
could be ma le for higher load . The trouble may have 
been partly that the fl nnge was no longer obeying 
H ooke' law at the gage tation, the stre being OYC'i" 
30,000 pound per square inch . 
I t hould be notecl th at the effective modulu w .\. 
well below· tbe theoretical value G.=J1G for rigid ecl ere 
members, in pi te of the fact that the edge member 
were much stifTel' than they wo uld be in a lI al construc-
tion and that tension wa uperimpo ed on the hear in 
the skin. 
The opinion is occa ionally heard that tLle shear 
11l 0clulu of corrugated heet is appreciably Ie s than 
tha t of fl a I, heet. There appeal' to be no pu bli hed 
infolmation to uppor t such an opinion . The analysi 
of torque test of box beam with corrugated covers 
(reference ) leads to th conclusion that up to hear 
tresse of around 3,000 pound per quare inch the 
hear modulus of corrugated heet i equal to the 
modulus of the material. mall deviations of 5 to 10 
percent, which occur in such test , can probably be 
attributed to inefficiency of the joint in the built-up 
boxes becau e they have b en founel in practically all 
torque te t. Ebner , wh o has an exceptionally broad 
background of experience in te ted stre ed-skin struc-
tures, stn,tes in reference 9 that the beer stiffne of 
corl'ugnted heet remain unclwnged lip to the point of 
fc,ilure. It is nece ary, of course, to make proper 
allowance for tbe difference between developed wid th 
and projected width of a corrugated pa nel when co m-
puting shear deformation , 
A PP I,JC ATI ON OF THEORY TO ~' USE LAGES 
The theory in tbis paper wa developed for the C'x-
pre s purpo e of furnishing means for analyzing wi.ng 
hen1l1s or other becull , wi. th very mocl ern tc cam ber. It 
is of interesL, of course, ' Lo gain 0111 e ide,t o[ how \\' t' ll 
the theory applie. to beHll1s wi th large camber, uC' h ns 
I' u ·elaeres. A Iu elage te L that came to tbe attenLion of 
the author afte r th e investigation wa finished witl 
therefore be included. 
The details of the te t may be fount! in reference 10. 
Th most imp01'tant data are given in fi cr ure 26. Th 
hell represent a fu elage wi th ymmetrical cut-ou t, 
and the bending momen t is in tro lu ced in the form of 
concen trate 1 force at the longeron . Between frame a 
and the end , the shell wa fixed to a test jig by a heavy 
teelring. 
The par t of the hell between the longerons and the 
neutral axi was co n icl ered as "shear web" and tll c 
remainder a "cover." The analysi was made by 
formula (A- 1G). Lo al correction to the comp utcd 
stres e were made between frames e ancl g, becau c the 
sheet thickne s was 0.0 centimeter between e and 
1 
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f, and 0.10 c ntimetel' between f and g re ulting, to-
gether with the cut-o ut , in ome changes in crrcctL\-O 
area in thi region. 
The only variation [rom tbe standard procedure out-
lined in this paper was th e u e of a s m ewhat more 
rational metho l of determining Cs than simply as um-
ing cs=%c. The ubs ti tute camber wa determined 
b. th e condition. 
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metrical cut-outs (experimental dala rrom reference 10). 
That i , if th e longitudinal are concentrated at th e z 
location defined by Cs , the moment of inertia mu t bc 
th e arne as in th e actual ection. 
Figul'e 27 hows th e experimental and th e calculated 
re ult . 
CO CL DING REM ARKS 
Lnrge shear deformations arc probably ah'lays ltC-
companied by loss o r tl'u ctun)l effi ciency; cffi ci nt 
dcsign therefore cl)118 1'01' u tiliz.n tion or nil ll vili.bblc 
Jllcnns fot' red lIcing Lil e ~ Il('lll' ddol'Jll ;l t ion. In ;1 ('0 111 -
hillHtioll (,o11 ~ i.st ill g of . kill stirrcl1 cd by illdi vi<iuul 
,, (rin g(']'s , t il e ~l l'il1 gl'l's fUl'nisil 11 0 co n t ribution lo t il (' 
"il (';1 1' st iH·Il('ss. In n ('o illbin ntioll of fla t skin wi LlI 
('o l'rugatcd skill , 11 0\\, ('\,('1' , ;III t il e Ill ntel'in l cU l'ries IOllgi-
Lutlin ,Il ·tr0SSC'S n well :l ' 'lwari.ng st ress(,s; such ,L 
combination probably repre ents , th erefore, a do e 
approach to the be t possible efficiency from on ider-
ation of uniform tres distribu t ion. I t must be 
remembered, too, that th e h oar stiffne s of fiat sh eet 
is very adversely affected if it is thin enollO'h to buckle 
into diagonal-tension fold , a condi tion that cloe not 
develop in orrugated h eet. 
For sheet with individual tringer , experimental 
tudie on individual panels have u ually led to the 
conclusion th at th e be t efficiency i obtained by mak-
ing the kin a thi.n a po sible, con is tent with practical 
consideration . If th e h ear deformation in th e actual 
tl'ucture is taken into account, it becomes evident th at 
this conelu ion will often require erious modification. 
It might be worth while in orne case to investigate the 
effect of thickening th e kin near the wing tip , wh ere tbe 
shear deformations arc largest and thereforo en ie t to 
cleerease. It mio'h t b pointed out tha t, once an ade-
quate tip rib is provided, shear deformation can be 
reduced more ffici ntly by increasinO' th e kin thickne s, 
e pecially near the tip, than by attempting to increase 
the (h orizontal) bending tiffness of the t ip rib . 
A final word f warning houlcl be given. A method 
of tress analysi suoh a th e method de ribed in this 
pa per deals only with the stress distribu tion before 
fa ilure OCClli·. If th e m a:x:imum stre s for a given load 
is varied by changing the de ioon of the trnctm'e, then 
th e failing stresse may ch ange, too , 0 that th e maxi-
mum stre s i not tIl e ole cri terion for the efficiency of 
the tructure. For example, if th e kin i made very 
heavy with relation to the stringer , t hen buckling of 
th e kin may induce premature failure of the stringers. 
Th u far, no mathematical analysis of thi problem ha 
been publi h ed; te t re, Lilt mu t b e used. The ubj ect 
of allowable stre e is beyond the scope of this paper, 
but is m entionecl h erein a a warning against drawing 
hasty conclu ions . 
L.\Nc.:I, I~ Y ,\ll'; ~·lOl{I .\1. A I": I{ON .\ T I CAl. L .\IlOIL\TOH, r , 
N .\TIONAI, ADVlSO lty COMMl'l' TJ;;E l<'O I{ A I'; ltON .\U 'I' l CS , 
L .\NGI, J;;Y Fll~ L1) , V ,\. , Li prit 20 , 1.9:38 . 
APPENDIX A 
LI T OF SYMBOLS 
./1, cros -serLional area (sq. iJ1 .) . 
E, Young' modulus (lb .fsq. ill. ) . 
F , in ternal force (lb .). 
G, hear m odulu (lb ./ q. in. ) . 
I , geometric moment of inertia. 
f{ , con tan t. 
L , len O" th of panel or beam (in. ). 
JJ, beoding moment (ill.-Ib. ). 
P , externalloacl (lb .). 
, heHr force (lb .) . 
b, half-widtb of beam or panel (ilL). 
c, camber of over (in .). 
h, depth of beam (in .) . 
t , thi knes of cover lI eeL (in .). 
w, running load (lb. /in. ). 
;J" , distance aloD O" center linc. 
y , di tan cc from centcr lin c. 
::, di tancc from cenLroidal axi8 of crOS8 8ccLiol\. 
]8 
fJ, direct (normal) tre' (I b./sq. in. ). 
T, hear tre s (lb ./sCj . in .) . 
*, denote condi tion wh er actu al and auxiliary 
tre es are superposed . 
ub crip ts have th e following significance: 
A, auxiliary . 
0, cover heet. 
OL , cen ter line. 
F, fl ange. 
L, longitl! lio al. 
P, tbeo l'etical yaluc8 a 'suillmg Lo at pla lle scc tioll' 
r main pl anc. 
S, substitu te. 
T, total. 
U, uniform. 
W, shear wco . 
a, applied . 
e, cfl'ec ti\·c. 
0, root section. 
APPENDIX B 
A ALYTICA L SOLUTIO FOR STRUCTURES WITH A 
SINGLE LONGIT DI AL 
G E ERAL REM ARKS 
The ign convention of reference 1 arc retained. 
tresses in stringers are positive wh en tensile. Shear 
stresse ill the cover sll eet are posi ti ve wh en cau ed by 
positive stre es in the il ange F. hcar stre ses in thc 
shear web are positive wh en callsing positive tres c i ll 
t be flange F. 
The figures show, first, the balf stru cture and, sec-
ond, the two possible case of making symmetrical 
stru ctures out of the e half stru ctures. The formulas 
should be applied only to such symmetrical structures. 
Theoretically, the formulas also apply to th e half struc-
tures if the forces T are applied at the stiff transverse 
member at the tip. Thi procedure would involve the 
a sumption that the tringers were infinitely tiff in 
bending; i t is there~OiI:e believed that the application of 
tbe formula to the balf structm es might easily lead to 
very enous errors. 
ome of tbe formulas have already been given in ref-
er'ence 1. They are repeated here for convenience and 
are written in a slightly different form to bring out more 
clearly the correction factor that must be applied to the 
t t 
(b) (e) 
FIGURll28. 
ordinary bending theory in order to take shear defor-
mation in to account. VVhen the shear s tifi'ness ap-
proache infini ty, this correction factor approaches zero. 
I- THE AXIALLY LOADED PANEL 
(a ) The longitudinal built in at the root (fig . 28) .-
For the case of an axially loaded panel with the longi-
\..~-~-~--~-~-- --~-~---~- - - ~-
t udinal btlilt in at thc root, the followin g formulas arc 
obtained : 
Let 
and 
Thcn 
P 
" u 
T 
,. 
.AL 
- b-
(a) 
(A-I) 
t 
I 
L 
~ ..., v. 
U u 
(b) (e) 
F IGURE 29. 
P Go sinh J{x 
7 = AF EbK cosh KL (.'1- 2) 
rJp='!z"-( I + AL cosh Kx) 
A I' AI' cosh KL (A- 3) 
rr -Z( 1 - cosh Kx) 
L - AT cosh KL (A- 4) 
(b) The longitudinal not built in at the root (fig. 
29).- The easie t way to treat the case of the longi-
tudinal not built in at the root is to take advantage of 
tbe symmetry of the structure. When the origin is 
taken at the middle of the length L , this ca e is reduced 
to case I (a). 
[[- THE B EA M WITH FLAT COVER 
The formulas for the beam with fiat cover apply to 
t wo cases: beams in which the depth h is cons tant along 
the span, if a concentrated load P i applied a t the tip ; 
and beams in which the depth h tapers linearly to zero 
at the tip , if the loading w per foot nm is uniform along 
the pan. In the cas of uniform loading, wLI2ho is 
ub tituted for PIll, in the formulas for shear stres . 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis j Moment about axis I Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Designation Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
Longitudinal _____ X X Rolling ____ _ 
LateraL ___ ____ __ y Y Pitching __ __ NormaL _____ ____ Z Z yawing ____ 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
Oz= qbS Om=qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
--
y--+Z RoIL __ __ 
'" 
u p 
Z--+X Pitch ____ 8 v q 
X--+Y yaw ___ __ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control sill'face (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate smface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V" 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= rn. 
pn 1..F 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ = 9no pn If 
P, 
0., 
7], 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient CP = ~TllI pnlT 
5 /p V6 Speed-power coefficient=-y Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2!n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 bp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 It-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 Ib.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 

